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Library user experience experts Aaron Schmidt and Amanda Etches have crafted a 

compelling framework for user-centered inspiration and innovation.  Useful, Usable, 

Desirable contains the power of user experience design applied to the whole library: the 

building, website, services, and collections.  This book is thoughtfully written and 

organized and is so loaded with great ideas that you will be hard-pressed to finish 

reading the book before rushing out to start making changes.  By providing what is 

effectively a workbook with detailed instructions for assessment and user research, you 

will discover myriad opportunities for improvement in your libraries.  

User experience design (aka, UX or UXD) considers the many different points of 

interaction that library users will have as they accomplish tasks, both in person and 

online.  The sum of these touchpoints equals whether a user had a good experience or 

a negative one.  Everything matters, from the layout of your library’s service desks to 

the fonts used on your website.  The central chapters of the book each deal with a 

different library touchpoint, each including a series of checkpoints addressing specific 

aspects.  Each checkpoint has three parts: “Why This Is Important,” “Assessing and 

Scoring,” and “Improving Your Score.”  You can keep track of your scores to 
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demonstrate needs for improvement (or to brag how your library is amazing) to 

managers and governing bodies and also track your progress while implementing 

changes.  Many of the checkpoints sound obvious, such as “First Time Visitors Can 

Easily Locate All Parts of the Library” or “Library Policies Empower Staff,” yet the 

authors show us new ways to look at these library fundamentals and how to improve 

them. 

I like how the chapters and checkpoints could easily be a library’s strategic goals and 

objectives.  There are certainly some sections that include low hanging fruit for 

straightforward and simple improvements, but I would argue that a huge source of the 

inspiration and innovation is going to come through the various assessment and user 

research activities suggested in each checkpoint.  The user research methods 

employed in this book go way beyond the satisfaction surveys that are ubiquitous in 

libraries and bring us into contextual inquiry methods such as usability studies and 

journey mapping.  The specific instructions at each checkpoint make these 

assessments and user research methods both accessible and achievable. 

The book is an easy pill to swallow, written in a conversational tone and surprisingly 

comprehensive.  Notably, there has already been significant literature on UX related to 

Web design, including User Experience (UX) Design for Libraries by the same authors.  

With the expansion to a holistic view of the library user experience, librarians across the 

spectrum will find this book useful, although I think service point providers and 

managerial positions have the most to gain this time.  Lone-wolf librarians and small 

libraries will be most able to take advantage of the ideas in Useful, Usable, Desirable, 

while larger libraries will likely need buy-in from many more people.  This user-centered 

philosophy is so compelling, however, that you may want to buy a copy for everyone in 

your organization. 
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